Recent approaches to automatic parallelization have taken advantage of the low-latency on-chip interconnect provided in modern multicore processors, demonstrating significant speedups, even for complex workloads. Although these techniques can already extract significant thread-level parallelism from application loops, we are interested in quantifying and exploiting any additional performance that remains on the table.
Introduction
The low-latency on-chip communication offered by multicore processors supports the exploitation of thread-level parallelism (TLP) even when frequent inter-thread communication is necessary. Research has already demonstrated that significant TLP may be extracted automatically even from complex benchmarks such as SPEC CPU [4, 30] . Given the enormous benefits of fully automatic parallelization of complex general-purpose programs, we carefully evaluate the most profitable next steps for boosting performance in order to signpost future research.
The existence of additional TLP is confirmed through a limit study where only dynamic data dependences restrict our ability to exploit loop-level parallelism across loop iterations. At this point it is reasonable to suspect that the shortcomings of current techniques Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. are due to the limits of static data dependence analysis. We show, perhaps counter-intuitively, that this is not the case and that no further gains can be made by improving static analysis.
Achieving performance closer to the TLP limit within an automatic parallelization approach requires the need to exploit the transient nature of dependences. In other words, taking advantage of the observation that dependences are realized with different frequencies, ranging from always to rarely seen. Exploiting this behavior suggests the use of thread-level speculation and we assess the potential of three different code transformations to achieve this. Under the hood, we rely on transactional memory support to provide facilities for recording and validating speculative state.
We find that small transactions lead to better performance gains than large transactions, for both hardware and software transactional memory systems. This is especially pronounced for software transactional memory, where a coarse-grained approach to speculation rarely achieves speedups beyond sequential execution. Further, the vast majority of the speedups are achieved by a fine-grained speculation scheme. A more complex technique that uses profile data at compile time to choose whether to speculate or synchronize each data dependence gains only negligible additional performance. Overall our results suggest that state-of-the-art static data dependence analysis, to identify the code sections to speculate, coupled with a fine-grained speculation system is the most promising direction for future loop-level parallelism extraction.
We start by describing HELIX, a state-of-the-art automatic parallelizing compiler, before assessing the limits of thread-level parallelism it can extract and developing schemes for speculation, to take advantage of the transient nature of data dependences.
Background and Motivation

The HELIX Parallelizing Compiler
HELIX is a compiler able to parallelize loops in sequentiallydesigned programs by taking advantage of low latency communications between adjacent cores of a single CPU. HELIX distributes subsequent loop iterations on adjacent cores; to preserve dependences between loop iterations (i.e., loop-carried dependences), HELIX creates sequential segments which are portions of the loop that execute in loop-iteration order between cores. HELIX has previously demonstrated significant speedups for a number of irregular, sequentially-designed programs, traditionally considered hard to be automatically parallelized [4] .
HELIX uses state-of-the-art inter-procedural dependence analyses [5, 10] to detect all dependences in a loop at compile time. Loop-carried dependences are identified and satisfied by creating sequential segments. However, since each iteration of the loop runs in a separate thread, each will have its own private local stack frame and set of registers. Therefore, HELIX does not consider writePermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. after-write and write-after-read loop-carried dependences which occur through registers or the stack. On the other hand, read-afterwrite loop-carried dependences that occur through the stack or registers are considered and registers are mapped into memory.
To illustrate the nature of HELIX parallelization, consider the code in listing 1. This shows an example loop where each iteration updates a global scalar, glob, then an inner for loop reads and conditionally updates an index from a global array, A. HELIX creates three sequential segments for this loop.
Sequential segment 0 (SS0) contains the loop prologue that HELIX must sequentialize to ensure correct termination of the loop. Here the prologue consists only of a check on the iteration variable, count. Since count is an induction variable, each thread holds a private copy of it, so there are no dependences within SS0.
Sequential segment 1 (SS1) preserves data dependences on the global variable, glob, which is updated on each iteration. Assuming the data dependence analysis that HELIX relied on cannot be certain that loads and stores to this global variable do not alias with other loads and stores, then HELIX does not privatize it in each thread. Therefore, updates to this global variable are executed in loop-iteration order by SS1.
Sequential segment 2 (SS2) surrounds the inner loop because it contains reads and writes to the global array, A. Each inner loop iteration computes and reads from an index into the array, conditionally writing to it later. Two iterations computing the same index leads to a data dependence, although this may not often occur, but HELIX is conservative and must respect the uncommon dependence by placing the whole inner loop into a sequential segment.
HELIX mitigates the performance impact of loop-carried dependences by generating separate sequential segments for unrelated loop-carried dependences. For example, consider execution of the code in listing 1, shown in figure 1. The sequential segments are indicated as yellow-shaded blocks, code outside sequential segments is blue. Dynamic instances of each sequential segment execute in loop-iteration order between cores. This means, for example, that only core 0 can execute initially; the others have to wait for their predecessors to finish running sequential segment 0. They are informed of this through a signal from the older thread to the younger.
Although each sequential segment of the same type must execute sequentially, distinct sequential segments can overlap with each other. For example, SS2 on core 0 executes concurrently with SS1 on core 1 and SS0 on core 3. The parallel portions of code can execute concurrently with any code running on the other cores.
Beyond Static Data Dependence Analysis
Performance obtained by HELIX-generated code is mainly limited by loop-carried data dependences. Improvements to the HELIX compiler, therefore, need to target such dependences either by improving the data dependence analysis to minimize the apparent dependences or by evaluating at run time when such dependences should be satisfied to reduce unnecessary synchronization. Because understanding the potential of each of these directions is essential to focus subsequent research efforts, we evaluate the following aspects of the HELIX-generated code:
Apparent dependences. The imprecise nature of compile-time dependence analysis means that sometimes HELIX identifies dependences which are never realized at run-time. If dependence analysis can be improved so that these are not included in the compile-time dependence graph, it may be possible to create fewer or smaller sequential segments, resulting in increased parallelism.
Transient dependences. Some dependences are correctly identified by HELIX and are realized at run-time, but only on a small subset of loop iterations. Since HELIX cannot take advantage of dynamic run-time behavior it must conservatively synchronize these dependences on every iteration. If we can enable HELIX to speculate on these dependences we can extract further parallelism.
Comparing the performance implications of these motivates developments in the direction that holds the most promise. High performance gains by removing apparent dependences would motivate further improvements of the compile-time dependence analysis. On the other, high performance gains by exploiting transient dependences motivates the addition of run-time support in the HELIXgenerated code. The next section presents studies which demonstrate that the limits of compile-time dependence analysis have already been reached for HELIX-style parallelization and that we must look to transient dependences for further improvement.
Limits of Dependence Analysis
The automatic parallelization community has reached a fork in the road: should we focus our efforts on improving compile-time dependence analysis and purely static parallelization; or should we turn our attention to the dynamic behavior of the program through improved run-time speculation support? The community has spent a significant amount of effort on improving compile-time Figure 3: An analysis on the limit of TLP shows that for many loops there is significant additional parallelism to be exploited beyond HELIX.
dependence analysis [10, 15, 18, 19, 23] . Previous work has shown empirically that an improved dependence analysis can enhance the performance of automatic parallelization [27] . While these efforts were justified in the past, we show that this is no longer a limitation for today's compilers because removing all unrealized dependences brings no performance improvement. Further, we show that the transient nature of dependences leaves significant performance on the table, but we can only benefit through run-time strategies.
Static Analysis
HELIX's dependence analysis is conservative in that it contains data dependences that are unrealized at run-time (i.e., apparent dependences). This is a natural facet of all static data dependence analyses. In general, especially in a language like C, which allows raw access to pointers, it is a challenge for the compiler to determine exactly which memory locations can be touched by a particular instruction. In addition, the compiler is not aware of the dynamic behavior of data dependences, which can vary within different phases of application, or when it is executed with different inputs. It is a requirement that the compiler must, as a minimum, produce correct code so in these circumstances it must be conservative and assume a dependence exist unless proven otherwise. This has been assumed to be a major source of inefficiency in automatically parallelized code, and indeed, Ottoni et al. [27] showed empirically that removing spurious dependences results in improved performance. We are interested in the extent to which removing these apparent dependences will affect the performance of HELIX. To find the limits of achievable speedups, we simulate a perfect dependence analysis which knows exactly which compiler-identified static dependences will actually exist at run-time. To achieve this we carry out a profiling run of the program, recording every dependence pair seen against the set generated by the compiler. Any dependences unaccounted for at the end of profiling are discarded. What remains are the dependences that a hypothetical improved compile-time dependence analysis must identify. This is the minimum subset of all static dependence pairs that a compiler should detect for a specific program input; in effect, an oracle data dependence graph. Note that even if a dependence exists only between two iterations of the loop, it will still be included in the oracle.
We evaluate the effects of the oracle through parallelization with HELIX. We parallelize all significant loops from a set of cBench applications 1 using HELIX, but replacing the compiler-generated data dependence graph with the oracle. Running the loops both before and afterwards allows us to determine an upper bound on potential speedups for purely static parallelization.
Results of this limit study are shown in figure 2 . Despite parallelizing with the oracle, the majority of the loops witness no additional speedups. There are only two exceptions. Loop 3 realizes a performance increase from 2x to 5x. This loop updates an array of RGB values using three pointers which point into different parts of the array. Although the pointers never alias with each other in practice, the compile-time analysis is unable to prove that they would always be independent and so generates a sequential segment to synchronize accesses to the array. The oracle analysis removes this sequential segment enabling greater speedups. Loop 11 achieves a speedup of 3x from 1x due to a similar effect. However, these are outliers and we conclude that for this style of parallelization, compile-time dependence analysis reached its limits to expose TLP.
Dynamic Behavior
Given the lack of performance gained through a perfectly accurate dependence analysis, we may be tempted to conclude that no additional parallelism exists in these benchmarks. However, the oracle includes all dependences, even those that only occur once throughout the execution of the program. Therefore it does not give an accurate account of dynamic behavior.
To quantify the limit of the performance that could be obtained, we created a model that respect dependences only when they actually arise at run-time. This assess the limits of TLP. Each loop iteration is executed on a different core (organized in a ring, as in HELIX). As the loop runs, the model records the memory accesses that occur on each iteration. Stores are assumed to complete immediately, whereas loads must wait for any prior store to the same address to finish execution. The TLP limit model respects all RAW dependences through memory across iterations, but ignores the false WAW and WAR dependences to assess the limits of respecting only the true loop-carried dependences. This limit study provides an upper bound on the performance obtainable using HELIX-style parallelization. Figure 3 shows the results of this TLP limit model, where loop IDs refer to those in table 2. There are broadly three classes of loop. First, those where there is significant parallelism available and HELIX realizes all of the speedup, such as loop 19. These loops are DOALL loops, or DOACROSS loops with few dependences, that HELIX has correctly optimized to gain near-linear speedups with the number of cores. Second, those loops where there is limited performance available and HELIX already achieves the majority of it, for example, loop 9. For these loops, the crossiteration data dependences that exist are realized on the bulk of the loop iterations, meaning that there is no room for a more aggressive approach to optimize their behaviors. Third, those loops where there is significant performance available beyond the speedups realized by HELIX. Examples of these loops are 14 and 16. Here, the conservative static data dependence analysis forces HELIX to synchronize its sequential segments on every iteration, even when the dependence does not actually exist. Instead, the TLP limit model takes advantage of the transient nature of the dependences, eliding unnecessary synchronizations. Figure 4 shows an execution of the code in listing 1 using the TLP limit model. All code is executed in parallel, where possible, so it is all shaded blue, but we have picked out the original HELIX sequential segments. The only dependence that actually occurs during execution of this loop is that from sequential segment 1. During execution, all instructions execute as soon as they can, it is only the load in sequential segment 1 that has to wait for the store in the previous iteration to finish, to preserve the RAW dependence through memory. This enables all code from the other two sequential segments to execute in parallel, significantly reducing the amount of waiting carried out by each thread, and therefore the execution time of the loop.
In summary, transient data dependences contribute to significant parallelism not currently exploited by HELIX. In the next section we describe alternatives to take advantage of it. Figure 3 shows that HELIX could gain significantly more performance by taking advantage of the transient behavior of dependences. However, this analysis only shows the upper limit of these speedups: the model assumes zero overhead for the run-time required to support these characteristics. This section, in contrast, discusses practical techniques for extracting the available parallelism. We consider three approaches to run parallel loops speculatively, all using a conflict-resolution scheme based on transactional memory. We explore the trade-offs involved in speculative execution and discuss the required characteristics of an implementation to realize the available performance. Figure 5: Coarse-grained speculation execution schedule for loop in listing 1. The data dependence in sequential segment 1 causes the whole iteration to be re-executed every time.
Exploiting Transient Dependences
Dynamic Dependence Behavior
To help describe our speculation models we consider an example loop containing different types of loop-carried data dependence. HELIX creates three sequential segments for the code shown in listing 1, as described in section 2.1. To summarize, sequential segment 0 never contains a dependence, sequential segment 1 always contains a dependence, and sequential segment 2 contains a dependence that is only realized between certain iterations of the outer loop (i.e., transient dependence).
When HELIX executes this code, it synchronizes every sequential segment on every iteration. Although this is necessary for sequential segment 1, it means that opportunities for exploiting parallelism are lost when running sequential segment 2 if no loop-carried dependence actually occurs. Closer inspection of the code reveals that the calculation of the index into the global array, factor * (count%16) + i, is guaranteed to access a different range of indices in each iteration of the outer loop, provided that the loop is run with 16 cores or fewer. The compiler is unable to prove this and, indeed, does not know the number of cores until run-time, so must be conservative in serializing this part of the code. The transient nature of sequential segment 2 reduces the parallelism HELIX can extract from this loop. In other words, threads wait unnecessarily for their predecessors before entering sequential segment 2, limiting the performance achievable.
Coarse-Grained Speculation
The simplest speculation model for HELIX places the entirety of each loop iteration into a single transaction. This is a natural extension to the HELIX parallelization model, since each loop iteration is already a unit of work for the parallel threads. In this model, each iteration is run independently of all others and all synchronization is elided. Instead, the run-time records every access to shared memory. At the end of the iteration, the thread waits until it is running the oldest transaction (to preserve the original ordering of loop iterations), then performs conflict detection to commit the speculative state. At this point, if any reads in the current transaction occurred before stores from earlier transactions then a memory RAW dependence has been violated. To address this, the speculative state is discarded and the transaction re-executes the iteration.
Example. With coarse-grained speculation, there are no sequential segments in listing 1 and iterations run concurrently with loads and stores recorded. Its execution is shown in figure 5 , with the whole loop iteration included in a single transaction, indicated with a light green box. Since glob is read and written on each iteration, when any transaction commits (apart from the first) they identify a loop-carried data dependence violation, so roll back and re-execute the iteration. Figure 5 shows this through the red boxes for commit and rollback, and a dark green box for transaction reexecution. This has the effect of serializing the whole loop, with performance worse than HELIX due to the overheads of the speculation run-time support.
Pros and Cons. The advantage of this approach is that there is no synchronization between transactions (until commit), so truly independent iterations run fully in parallel. In addition, it is simple to implement, since the whole loop body can be placed in a transaction. However, the downside is that even a single dependence between transactions causes the younger to abort and re-execute, effectively serializing the iterations and preventing any speedups from occurring.
Fine-Grained Speculation
Fine-grained speculation takes advantage of the data dependence analysis HELIX performs by limiting each transaction to the size of a sequential segment. It differs from coarse-grained speculation, which naïvely treats the whole iteration as a single transaction. Due to this, coarse-grained speculation suffers large overheads from recording all reads and writes to memory, even those that cannot be involved in a loop-carried dependence, as well as from rollbacks of the entire iteration when only a single dependence exists.
In the first case, HELIX's inter-procedural data dependence analysis has already proven that memory accesses which occur outside sequential segments cannot cause loop-carried dependences. Therefore these can be executed without instrumentation, without incurring the run-time overhead of recording the access. In the coarse-grained speculation model this is not possible, however, since it is necessary to buffer all writes so they can be rolled back in the case of a conflict. Shrinking each transaction to the size of a sequential segment, and converting each sequential segment into a transaction, as is performed with fine-grained speculation, removes this unnecessary recording overhead outside the sequential segments.
In the second case, HELIX creates sequential segments that are entirely independent of each other. Although no two iterations can execute the same sequential segment in parallel, different sequential segments can be overlapped at will because HELIX has proven them independent. This means that loop-carried dependences are restricted to be within a single sequential segment. However, in coarse-grained speculation, any dependence violation causes rollback and re-execution of the entire iteration, even though it only affects one sequential segment. Since loop-carried dependences are restricted to be within a single sequential segment, it follows that transactions need not be any larger than a sequential segment. This reduces the cost of rollback on a dependence violation, compared to coarse-grained speculation, since the transaction identifies a conflict earlier (at the end of the sequential segment, not the end of the iteration) and only re-executes the current sequential segment, rather than the whole loop body.
Example. The execution of listing 1 using fine-grained synchronization is shown in figure 6 . The three sequential segments have been converted into transactions, each committing in loop-iteration order. As before, code outside a transaction is colored blue. Since sequential segment 0 contains no dependence, commit is always successful and there are no rollbacks here. On the other hand, sequential segment 1 always contains a data dependence, so the trans- Figure 6: Fine-grained speculation execution schedule for loop in listing 1. The data dependence in sequential segment 1 causes this transaction to be re-executed every iteration, whereas others commit successfully first time.
actions for this sequential segment always rollback and re-execute. Finally, sequential segment 2 occasionally contains a dependence, so some transactions must rollback, while others commit successfully first time. However, in our example, there are no conflicts for sequential segment 2 because we only show 4 cores, whereas we require over 16 to cause violations.
Pros and Cons. The advantage of fine-grained speculation is twofold. First, it reduces the overhead of bookkeeping, because memory accesses outside sequential segments need not be recorded. Second, it reduces the overhead of rollback, because only a single sequential segment needs re-executing when a dependence violation occurs, rather than the whole loop body. The disadvantages are that loop-carried dependences that are frequently realized cause recurrent rollbacks, meaning that execution can be slower than simply using HELIX's synchronization. In addition, every time a transaction commits, the thread must stall until all threads running older iterations have successfully committed their transactions corresponding to the same sequential segment. This is because the code after the sequential segment is not part of a transaction, so cannot be rolled back if there is a data dependence violation within the prior transaction. Therefore threads must commit each transaction before continuing on to later, non-transactional code. This reduces the extent to which code in different threads can be overlapped in parallel and may lead to multiple stall points in loops with several sequential segments.
Judicious Speculation
Judicious speculation carefully decides which loop-carried dependences to speculate and which should be satisfied via thread synchronization. This is different to fine-grained speculation, which blindly decides to speculate all loop-carried dependences. Because of this, fine-grained speculation continuously rolls back the sequential segments that often have loop-carried dependences. This leads to wasted work and additional overheads, compared to the original HELIX execution.
To address this, judicious speculation uses profile data to decide whether to speculate or synchronize on a sequential segment. This leads to a judicious application of speculative execution, such that the system never attempts to speculate on code which will regularly fail, but only on when there is reason to believe that speculation will be profitable. Similarly to fine-grained speculation, the sequential 
Example. Figure 7 shows the execution of judicious speculation for the code in listing 1. Profiling the loop has indicated that loopcarried data dependences rarely exist in sequential segments 0 and 2, whereas sequential segment 1 contains genuine dependences. Therefore sequential segments 0 and 2 are executed speculatively and their write sets are committed to main memory before continuing. Sequential segment 1 is executed using the standard HELIX synchronization primitives. In this case, no transactions need to be rolled back and, despite synchronizing some dependences, the code runs faster than with either full synchronization or speculation, because we gain the best of both worlds.
Pros and Cons. Judicious speculation benefits from all the advantages gained by fine-grained speculation. In addition, and in contrast to fine-grained speculation, performance is robust on always-true dependences since there is no rollback and reexecution. However, the disadvantage is that it is complex to implement, relying on a profiling stage to identify the sequential segments to synchronize and those to speculate. Further, as with fine-grained speculation, it also requires transactions to commit in loop-iteration order before executing non-transactional code, potentially reducing the amount of parallelism extracted.
Comparing Techniques
Previous sections described three speculative models to augment the baseline HELIX algorithm. Each of them corresponds to a different trade-off between implementation complexity and performance overhead in the presence of always-true dependences. We now compare how these schemes perform on the code in listing 1. Recall that this contains three sequential segments with three different behaviors. Sequential segment 0 contains no loop-carried data dependences, sequential segment 1 contains a dependence that is always true, and sequential segment 2 contains a transient dependence that only occurs when more than 16 threads are used to execute the loop.
We show results from execution of this loop with each of the speculation models in figure 8 , using the experimental setup described in section 5 and a hardware transactional memory model. We show performance for varying core counts, up to 16. The HE-LIX model shows negligible speedup. We would expect a minor performance improvement because the code contains three separate sequential segments, allowing the threads to overlap different parts of the iteration concurrently. However, the proportion of time spent executing sequential segment 2 dominates the overall execution time of the loop, and without being able to parallelize that portion, only a tiny speedup is possible. Coarse-Grained. The coarse-grained speculation model performs significantly worse than HELIX in this case. No speedup is possible due to the data dependence cycle caused by the update of glob. In this case, the model executes the entire iteration speculatively, waits for all previous iterations to complete and then checks for conflicts. On each occasion it detects a memory access violation so the transaction is rolled back and the entire iteration executed again. This means that the entire loop is essentially sequentialized. The performance degradation relative to the baseline is due to the overhead of tracking memory references, conflict checking and rolling back.
Fine-Grained. In contrast, consider fine-grained speculation. In this case, each sequential segment is placed in its own transaction and committed in loop-iteration order. All code outside sequential segments executes as normal, without the overheads of transaction bookkeeping. Sequential segments 0 and 2, which never violate memory dependences in this example, never roll back. Sequential segment 1 always causes conflicts and rolls back, but the quantity of code the needs to be re-executed is limited to the amount in sequential segment 1 only. Fine-grained speculation achieves significant speedups over vanilla HELIX, approaching the TLP limit for low core counts.
Judicious. Finally, the judicious speculation model does not suffer from the fine-grained speculation model's shortcoming of having to speculate on variables which have been proven to cause conflicts. On each iteration, this model synchronizes sequential segment 1 in exactly the same manner as HELIX. This incurs no additional overhead relative to HELIX and no memory references are tracked since threads access this sequential segment in loopiteration order. Judicious speculation achieves the benefits of speculation, when realized data dependences are rare, and synchronization, when they occur frequently. It achieves slight speedups over fine-grained speculation for this loop; they are minor because sequential segment 1 contains only a small fraction of the loop code.
TLP Limit. Also shown in figure 8 are the results for the TLP limit, as described in section 3. The judicious speculation model does not go all the way to exploiting the speedup that the TLP limit shows is theoretically available. The reason is that the TLP limit model does not suffer the overheads of tracking memory references and performing conflict checking, nor is it restricted by the boundaries of sequential segments. In the speculation models, any conflict within a transaction rolls back and re-executes all instructions, even though the majority of them did not cause a data dependence. Conversely, when synchronizing sequential segments, all instructions in a sequential segment must wait, even those that cannot cause a data dependence. The TLP limit model, on the other hand, synchronizes only the instructions involved in a realized data dependence, allowing all others to execute as soon as they are able.
It is interesting to note from figure 8 that while the judicious speculation model tracks the performance of the TLP limit accu-rately up to 8 cores, its performance starts to plateau for higher core counts. Unfortunately the model falls foul of Amdahl's Law. While it is possible to speculate on the entire sequential segment, the read set validation and commit phases of the transaction must be performed serially to ensure correctness, limiting the speedups possible.
In this loop, the sequential segments contain a large number of memory accesses relative to the overall amount of code executed. For this example, the validation and commit phases account for around 5% of the entire execution time of an iteration. This gives a maximum possible of speedup of 9x with 16 cores. The density of memory references in a sequential segment is a key determinant of whether or not speculation is likely to be successful.
Summary
We have presented three models that use speculation to take advantage of transient data dependences and extract parallelism from HELIX-parallelized loops. Our coarse-grained model is the simplest, although a single conflict within the transaction causes the whole loop iteration to be re-executed. Fine-grained parallelism takes advantage of the static data dependence analysis already performed by HELIX, but faces continuous roll-back and re-execution of sequential segments that always incur data dependences. Finally, judicious speculation contains the best of both worlds, synchronizing on frequent dependences and speculating the others, but is the most complex to actually implement. We next describe our experimental infrastructure for evaluating these models before presenting their results.
Experimental Infrastructure
We evaluate the opportunities for extracting performance via looplevel parallelization on loops from the cBench benchmark suite and the HELIX timing emulator. cBench was selected since it covers a range of application areas, from security to image manipulation. This section describes the infrastructure we design to measure the performance of the different speculation models previously described.
HELIX Timing Emulator
The HELIX timing emulator is a profiling tool for exploring the execution of HELIX-parallelized code. It can be used to analyze the interactions between parallel loop iterations and emulate the underlying architecture that the code would be run on. The HE-LIX timing emulator lowers the barrier for implementing prototypes of architectural features and runtime supports by providing an abstraction of the machine that actually executes the code. It has been validated against the 16-core Atom-based CPU modeled by the cycle-accurate simulator XIOSim [20] . While it would be possible to use real hardware to support speculation, there are currently no commercially available HTM-enabled processors which provide adequate support for the TLS features we are emulating [25] .
The emulator is tightly coupled with a pass within the compiler that allows us to insert instrumentation code into an application. HELIX-parallelized compiler IR code is fed into the pass. This IR contains the sequential segments identified by HELIX, as well as all code to execute the parallel loops with multiple threads. The subsequent pass instruments the parallel loops, inserting callbacks at the loop start and end points, at the start of each iteration, at the start and end of each sequential segment, at all memory access instructions, and at the start of each basic block. This enables the emulator to keep track of the parallel loop currently in execution; the in-flight iteration of the current loop; the memory dependences between loop iterations; and the emulated time taken to execute each basic block. After compilation to an actual binary, the application is executed natively. During execution, each parallel loop is run sequentially, but with all the additional code inserted by HELIX and the callbacks for the emulator. The emulator simulates a fixed number of cores, assigning the loop iterations to them in a round-robin fashion, as HELIX would. While an iteration executes, the emulator maintains a time-stamp of the latest operation on that core, as well as a mapping between stored addresses and their time-stamps.
Modeling Speculation
We created models for each of the techniques in section 4 within the HELIX timing emulator. For speculation, we implemented a simple transactional memory (TM) system with lazy conflict checking, meaning that all reads and writes to memory are recorded and only checked for conflicts with other transactions when the transaction attempts to commit. This model is based on a deferred update TM system, where stores are buffered and only written through to memory on a successful commit. Each transaction contains a hash table to store speculative writes and allow efficient querying for the existence of addresses. This is called the write set.
In addition to the write set, the transaction maintains a record of all addresses that were read during execution, along with the times they occurred. This information is stored in another hash table called the read set.
When a transaction commits, it must ensure that it has not read any values which were subsequently updated by an older transaction. Once the transaction has completed execution, it searches all older transactions to see if they contain any of the addresses in the current transaction's read set. If the address is found in a prior transaction and this conflicting transaction committed after the address was read in the current transaction, the current transaction must be rolled back and re-executed.
Overheads From our experience of implementing TM systems and from studying existing TM schemes, we have determined that overheads of speculation can be categorized according to six main sources:
Transaction start When the transaction starts there is the overhead of storing the current environment to enable execution to restart from this point, i.e. program counter, stack pointer, live register values. In addition, there might be some other overhead related to setting up required data structures (mainly for software TM).
Transactional load When a transaction performs a load it incurs overhead from adding the address to a read set, checking and recording the current version of the location, and/or recording the current value of the memory location.
Transactional store When a transaction performs a store, it incurs overhead from adding the address to a write set and/or buffering the new value.
Read validation When a transaction attempts to commit, it verifies the read set to ensure that the version of a variable which was read is consistent. This cost is per entry in the read set. Write commit Once a transaction has validated its read set, buffered writes can be written out to their original intended locations. This cost is per entry in the write set.
Abort When a conflict is detected, the TM must revert the system to its state before the transaction began. For a deferred update system this simply involves clearing out the data structures used to record the transaction's reads and writes. This cost is per entry in the read and write sets.
Relying on this framework, we model two implementations of a TM. The first, TinySTM, is an open-source software TM implementation which supports various TM designs [32] . We determined the overhead parameters for TinySTM by manually instrumenting a sample application with calls to the software TM and measuring the time taken to execute each call with the x86 time-stamp counter (RDTSC). The measured values are shown in table 1. We validated the accuracy of the parameterization manually by parallelizing a loop so that its iterations ran speculatively in parallel and comparing the speedups to those predicted by the model. The results of this experiment are shown in figure 9 . Although the model overestimates the speedups by up to 50%, the trend as the number of cores increases matches the real application.
The second implementation is TCC HTM, a hardware TM implementation described by Olukotun et al. [26] . Overhead parameters for TCC HTM have previously been determined by the authors and these are shown in table 1.
Judicious Speculation Modeling judicious speculation requires deciding for each sequential segment whether it should be speculated or synchronized. To achieve this, we first run a profiling stage which detects the sequential segments that actually cause conflicts at run-time and how often this occurs. We then choose a threshold for conflicts such that sequential segments with a conflict percentage above the threshold are synchronized and those below the threshold are executed speculatively. In our experiments, we set this threshold to 10%.
Currently the profiling run uses the same input set as is used when executing the program with speculation. In practice it would be necessary to use different input sets to fully evaluate the technique. However, the current evaluation is still useful to gauge the potential of judicious speculation.
For both judicious and fine-grained speculation we implemented a specialized TM model which allows for multiple domains of transaction. In this model, conflict detection only occurs between transactions in the same domain and transactions in the same domain must commit in-order, although they can be out-of-order with respect to transactions in different domains. Each static sequential segment created by HELIX corresponds to a single domain. This allows a whole loop iteration to be split into multiple domains and finish in loop-iteration order.
Benchmarks
We ran the HELIX timing emulator on benchmarks from cBench [7] using the first provided input set. We ran all applications that could be correctly converted into input for HELIX and its underlying compiler. Within each workload, we profiled the loops and selected all those that correspond to at least 5% of the total execution time of the benchmark. These are shown in table 2. To gather results, each application was run to completion, extracting statistics for one loop at a time, to capture all invocations and iterations of the loop.
Evaluation
Many loop-carried data dependences are realized only on a small fraction of the loop iterations, which leads to significant performance gains when using a speculation-based approach. After highlighting this, we show that there are only marginal improvements left to be gained by a profile-based scheme that chooses at compile time which dependences to speculate. Finally, we show that there are significant improvements available from choosing what to and when to speculate at run-time.
Impact of Speculation
HELIX satisfies loop-carried data dependences by synchronizing the execution of sequential segments between cores, as described in section 2.1. Hence, HELIX implicitly assumes that each of these dependences requires synchronization between each pair of adjacent loop iterations. The opposite alternative is to speculate that these dependences do not exist, and therefore let sequential segments run in parallel. This is the fine-grained speculation model described in section 4.3.
The majority of the dependences are rarely realized (i.e., they rarely require synchronization and data movement). Figure 10 shows the performance of HELIX and the fine-grained speculation model implemented with hardware TM, compared to execution of the original (sequential) code. The latter shows significantly higher performance compared to HELIX. Therefore, speculating that most of the loop-carried data dependences require neither synchronization nor data movement is profitable. Coupling this information with the fact that most dependences identified by HELIX are realized at least once at run time (as demonstrated by figure 2), we can conclude that loop-carried data dependences are only apparent dependences most of the time for the benchmarks considered in this paper.
Transaction Granularity
Identifying the proper granularity of transaction is one of the most important design choices for realizing the benefits of speculative execution. On the one hand, small transactions (e.g., the size of a sequential segment) are appealing both for low bookkeeping requirements (and therefore overhead in terms of both performance degradation and energy consumption) and for reducing the overhead of a miss-speculation. On the other hand, large transactions are appealing for keeping the communication costs of committing transactions low because they naturally tend to have a lower frequency of commits.
Small transactions lead to better performance gains for both software and hardware TM. The fine-grained speculation model relies on transactions as small as sequential segments (we give more detail on actual sizes at the end of this section). On the other hand, the coarse-grained speculation model relies on transactions as big as a whole loop iteration. Figure 10 shows the performance Figure 10 : Performance obtained with hardware transactional memory. Fine-grained speculation with hardware support approaches the theoretical maximum speedup. Loops which showed no potential for speedup with the TLP limit model have been removed for clarity.
gains of these two models when hardware TM is used. Instead, figure 11 shows their performance gains when software TM is used. The fine-grained speculation model outperforms coarse-grained in both cases. This result suggests that it is more important to keep transactions small, to keep both the miss-speculation costs and the book-keeping overheads low, rather than focusing on larger transactions, which mainly optimize the communication costs related to commits.
Choosing What to Speculate
How to choose which dependences to speculate is an important design aspect of a system that enables speculative executions. Simpler solutions lead to less complexity in the implementation, independently of whether it is in hardware or in software. However, more elaborate solutions that rely on profilers require greater design effort to actually implement them.
Compile-time selection The additional performance gained by tuning the selection of dependences to speculate at compile time is negligible for the majority of loops. Figure 10 shows the judicious speculation model, which decides the set of sequential segments (i.e., loop-carried data dependences) to speculate based on profile data. To this end, the program is profiled using the same input to compute the miss-speculation rate per sequential segment. Sequential segments with a rate lower than 10% get speculated; the rest get synchronized as in HELIX. Figure 10 shows that this judicious speculation model obtains performance very close to the fine-grained speculation model, which implements a simpler policy: it speculates every sequential segment. Therefore, the additional complexity of such a profiler is not justified for the benchmarks considered in this paper. The same conclusion is obtained for software TM (see figure 11 ).
Run-time selection The performance gap shown in both figures 10 and 11 between the fine-grained speculation model and the TLP limit suggests that choosing when to speculate a given sequential segment brings more benefits than performing this choice at compile time. This result also suggests that the transient behavior of loop-carried data dependences requires further run-time investigation to enable the design of an optimal system able to fully take advantage of it. We keep this as a future work.
Data dependence analysis We concluded that simply choosing to speculate all sequential segments brings most of the performance for a compile-time solution. However, this does not imply that data dependence analysis is not useful anymore; this result is enabled by state-of-the-art data dependence analyses carried out by HE-LIX, which allowed the compiler to slice loop iterations into small sequential segments. Small sequential segments significantly reduced the miss-speculation cost, which enabled the performance benefits of the simple speculate-always policy implemented by the fine-grained speculation model.
Transactional Memory Implementation
Transactional memories, which are used to enable speculative execution, can be implemented either in hardware or in software. Results shown in figure 10 show that the hardware implementation is significantly more appealing than software, which is assumed for figure 11 . The comparison between these figures suggests that hardware TM enables automatic parallelizing compilers to gain significantly more performance than otherwise. A common constraint for hardware TM is having small size transactions. However, as previously stated, figure 10 suggests that having small transactions is not a limitation for speculative-HELIX-like executions. Because of the importance of this aspect for a hardware implementation, we dedicate the rest of this section to measuring the actual length of transactions for the most promising speculation model discussed in this paper: fine-grained speculation.
Transaction Sizes
Software TM is fairly robust in dealing with large transactions. TinySTM, for example, resizes the read and write sets for particularly large transactions, but this does not constitute a significant portion of the overall overhead. By contrast, hardware TM is constrained by the fixed sizes of the transactional write buffer or L1 cache. In most implementations of hardware TM, if a transaction exceeds the maximum allowable size it must be stalled until it is safe to run non-transactionally. Obviously this results in serialization of transactions and the complete loss of any possible performance gains. Our fine-grained model assumes hardware support for unbounded transactions and, therefore, we now study the actual sizes of its transactions. We show that these transactions are fairly small and should not generate any performance degradation in an actual hardware implementation. Table 3 shows the limitations imposed by hardware on the size of transactions for various research and commercial systems. Read state is usually recorded in the L1 cache and is limited by its size. We may reasonably assume an L1 of at least 16KB (although in most modern processors 32KB is expected). Capacity for writes may be shared with reads if they are also buffered in the L1, as is the case for Haswell TSX. Alternatively, a smaller, separate write buffer may be used to make commit more efficient. At the lower end of the scale, Hydra implements a 2KB write buffer. This is generally higher in more recent proposals. TCC values [14] were proposed as the minimum required to effectively support TM across a broad range of applications. Figure 12 shows the average and maximum sizes for the read and write sets in all the loops we have studied in cBench when using the fine-grained speculation model. Transaction sizes for the judicious speculation model would necessarily be the same size or smaller. The figures indicate that the transactions that have been studied are all fairly small, rarely exceeding 1KB on average. In particular, average write set sizes never exceed 1KB which is a rea- Figure 11 : Performance obtained with software transactional memory. While all speculation models have lower performance compared to when hardware transactional memory is used, the coarse grain speculation model performs worst. 6-12KB read state + 4-8KB write buffer sonable write buffer size, according to previous implementations. These results suggest that the performance obtained by the finegrained speculation model will not be affected by limitations of the hardware and, therefore, that relatively modest architectural support, on the scale of the L1 cache, is enough to enable its significant performance gains.
Related Work
Automatic Parallelization
Previous approaches to automatic parallelization of loops without speculation can be split into three categories:
Independent multithreading Also known as DOALL, loop iterations are distributed between threads without any communication between them. This is the most efficient method of parallelization, but is obviously limited to loops which can be transformed to contain no loop-carried dependences [1, 3, 17, 24, 28] .
Cyclic multithreading Similar to DOALL but synchronization code is added to the loop body to allow communication between threads. The concept was introduced as DOACROSS by Cytron [8] and subsequent work has been influenced by this technique [6, 16] . HELIX [4] is a generalization of the DOACROSS technique, allowing multiple independent sequential segments per loop iteration. This paper explores the limits of HELIX-style parallelization and evaluates the potential for enhancing HELIX with speculation.
Pipeline multithreading Iterations are broken into stages and these stages are distributed across threads so that data flows through a pipeline between threads [22, 29, 30, 35, 37] .
Thread-Level Speculation
Much prior work exists in the area of thread-level speculation. A number of approaches advocate the addition of dedicated hardware support to reduce the overhead of tracking memory references [13, 33, 34, 40] . Since there are no modern processors which directly support speculation, some authors have implemented speculation purely in software to get some of the performance benefits on currently-available hardware [9, 11, 31, 36] . With the emergence of hardware transactional memory support in some recent processors, there has been interest in using this feature to implement speculation. Odaira et al. [25] implement TLS using Intel TSX [12] and Figure 12 : Histograms of average/maximum read/write set sizes (in bytes) show that a transaction can be accommodated by contemporary hardware supports.
evaluate its performance on SPEC CPU2006. Due to the lack of advanced hardware supports, such as in-order transaction commit and word-based conflict detection, the maximum achievable speedup on Intel TSX is 11%. We model both of these supports and show that greater speedups are possible although it would be necessary to run the same benchmark set to make a direct comparison.
Limits of Parallelism
A common theme among researchers in computer architecture who have the goal of maximizing performance is to discover the theoretical limits of a particular style of optimization. This is a worthwhile endeavor because it allows us to understand the fundamental power of an idea and to gain insight into the practical limitations it faces. Wall [38] examines the extent of instruction-level parallelism (ILP) available to a superscalar processor and finds that the median ILP is only around 5. Austin and Sohi [2] use dynamic dependence graphs to show that much more parallelism can be extracted than indicated by Wall. While these studies look at the limits of ILP, Larus [21] describes an execution model to find the limits of loop-level parallelism when exploited in the style of DOACROSS which is similar to our study of the TLP limit.
Conclusion
This paper has examined a state-of-the-art automatic parallelization technology, suggesting promising directions for future research. Limit studies showed that improving the compiler's dependence analysis was not sufficient to exploit the additional thread-level parallelism which we know to exist. This was due to the existence of transient data dependences which reduce the parallelism available to a non-speculative parallelizer. We evaluate three speculation models, simulating both software and hardware transactional memory support. Utilizing the compiler's existing dependence analysis is crucial for reducing the size of speculative transactions. Hardware transactional memory support is necessary for speculation to be profitable since software models add excessive overhead. Our results show that fine-grained, always-on speculation, driven by static compile-time dependence analysis, is most profitable but points towards future research in run-time analysis of the transient nature of the dependences.
